
 Little Kitten paper cut-out 
(if you don’t have a toy cat 
or cat puppet that you can 
use)

 A soft toy cat or hand 
puppet (optional)

 A popsicle stick to make 
the puppet (if using the 
paper cut-out)

 Somewhere for Little Kitten 
to ‘sit’ – like a toy chair or a 
small box

10–15 minutes

LITTLE KITTEN

Play ‘Little Kitten’: Explain to your child that you are waiting for Little Kitten to visit. Encourage them to call, as in 
previous sessions, for Little Kitten with their hands cupped around their mouth and using a loud questioning 
tone: Little Kitten, where are you?

Produce Little Kitten slowly, and then have it back away. Explain that Little Kitten is shy and too nervous to come 
close. Say that perhaps, if they are very gentle, Little Kitten will come nearer. Ask your child what kind of actions 
might help them to persuade Little Kitten to come nearer (calling it very gently and a beckoning gesture, as 
before). If necessary demonstrate; stretch out a hand gently, palm upwards, and beckon the puppet with your 
index finger while calling ‘Come here, Little Kitten, come here!’ As your child summons Little Kitten, remind them 
to make eye contact: Let’s look at Little Kitten when we call her, just like we should always look at our friends 
when we talk to them.

Have the toy kitten approach the children and bow. Ask them why Little Kitten bowed (she can’t talk using 
words, so she uses gestures instead; the kitten bowed to say ‘hello’). Say: Let’s return Little Kitten’s greeting by 
standing up and nodding our heads.

Then recite this rhyme and encourage your child to copy your actions:

Furry Little Kitten (Stroke a leg)
Standing on the ground (Stand up)
Stretches up on all her paws (Stretch up standing on tiptoes)
Never makes a sound (Finger to lips)
Quiet as a whisper (Curl arms and hands to make paws)
Little Kitten goes (Begin to move them)
Wearing soft silk slippers (Start walking like a kitten)
On her little toes. (Go on tiptoes)

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child participates enthusiastically in the games, entering into the world of pretend play, by feeding the cat using appropriate 
gentle movements and soft voices.
Your child can understand a variety of basic communicative gestures and use them confidently – greet by nodding, beckon, offer food, 
nod to accept and shake head to reject.

To review the gesture for denial/negation/disagreement (shake head), and 
introduce a gesture for agreement/acceptance (nod head)
To introduce and develop techniques for imitating a cat
To develop fluency in the understanding and use of a variety of basic 
communicative gestures
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Play ‘Feed the Kitten’:

Pick up the puppet and say: Little Kitten’s probably very hungry by now. Shall we feed her?  

Ask: Would you like to have some sweets, Little Kitten? Make her shake her head. Would you like to have some milk? Make Little Kitten nod her head.

Ask your child to think of some appropriate foods for Little Kitten, and then, one item at a time, hold out the imaginary food in an open hand. They will 
need to speak softly and gently when they offer the food, and move softly and gently too. 

Ask your child to name and then offer the first imaginary food item to Little Kitten. Ask if she wants the named food. Have the puppet ‘nod’ if she 
accepts the food. Have her shake her head if she refuses, and ask your child to think of a different food item instead. 

Repeat with a few different foods. You can make it more challenging by, for example, having the Little Kitten shake her head not only because she 
doesn’t eat a certain food but because she doesn’t like it or has already eaten that type of food today and wants something else. These scenarios will 
challenge your child to think of more food options suitable for a kitten. 

Then make Little Kitten push up against your child’s leg and purr. Ask your child why they think the kitten is doing this (to say thank you). Then 
encourage your child to say goodbye to Little Kitten while waving at the same time.

LITTLE KITTEN – continued
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Cut out Little Kitten to make your puppet.
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